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CAMRA BC PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2012- this was my second, and last year as president
of CAMRA BC. I am feeling bittersweet about
leaving, but, as I have been an executive of CAMRA
in some form for 10 years, I feel it is time to leave and
have some new members take charge!
Our three branches – Fraser Valley, Vancouver and
Victoria continue to grow. We collectively have well
over 1,000 individual and 100 corporate members!
And cask nights are spreading all over the province!
My one goal this year was to try to bring the
CAMRA branches together as CAMRA BC. We
made a few small developments as an executive on
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that. We actually had
face-to-face meetings, in
Victoria and in
Vancouver. This was a
great start.
We then brought a
Communications officer
onboard for CAMRA
BC. The role for this
position was/is to bring
everyone together and
have a consistent look.
CAMRA BC now has a
presence on Facebook
and a Twitter with a
new logo for all chapters
to use.

Massive thanks from CAMRA BC to Lundy Dale!

Thirdly, we decided that when we have events during
the year, anywhere in B.C., that, if there is a booth
for CAMRA, it should be a CAMRA BC booth-and
it happened! There was a CAMRA BC booth at the
GCBF in September and the BC Craft Beer Month/
BC Awards in October. I was a part of the booth in
October, and it was great to be working side by side
with Julie from Victoria and Jonny from the Fraser
Valley.
There still needs to be a better understanding of who
and what CAMRA BC is. There are many other
‘beer groups’ opening up around the province that
are really ‘beer drinking groups.’ And, while it is
great to see all this interest in craft beer and casks
throughout our province, I believe it is important to
remember that CAMRA is more than just a drinking
club of great ales. CAMRA BC is a society that
wants to see a vibrant craft brewing industry flourish
and grow in B.C. Being a member of CAMRA BC
cont. page 3 ...

Corporate Members

Thank you Corporate Members! To join these professional beer lovers, (first-time members
get a free 1/4 page ad!) contact CAMRA BC today: 250 388 9769 or camrabc@shaw.ca
The Campaign for Real Ale BC has more than 1,400 members in British Columbia. If your
company is in any way looking to market to people who know and love beer, you should join
us. If you’re not a member, you’re missing out on the opportunity to reach the very people you
need to reach. For ad prices please email camrabc@shaw.ca. You’ll never buy a cheaper ad
and you’ll know it is going to exactly the people you need to talk to.
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You see? He LOVED the membership in
CAMRA BC as a Christmas gift.
Now buy his brother one.
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Campaign for Real Ale British Columbia
© tbpl What’s Brewing ... deadline March - April issue: February 24, 2013

As of the close of the BC AGM, and for the first time since
1985, I will not be serving on any CAMRA BC executive. I
made the decision to step back because I need to focus on
other parts of life, and anyway, after 27+ years it is long
past due. It’s been an interesting journey and for those who
pick up the flag I would expect it to continue so. There will
be no mauldin examination of my tenure here, but I hope I
have made a difference. And to those who carry the fight
forward (that’s you) I wish you the best of luck and success.
I would urge those who step into executive positions to
remember the Campaign is not exclusively about local
beer; nor even craft brewed beer. It’s about choice and
protection of consumer rights.
I shall continue to wear myeditor’s hat and supplement the
articles submitted by members to What’s Brewing. If you
have ever fancied yourself a writer I urge you to share your
views on all things beery in these pages. We have an
eclectic membership that runs the gamut from collectors of
brewing memorabilia through shy wallflowers to mouthpuckered hopheads heaping scorn on the concept of
balanced beer. While What’s Brewing lacks the immediacy
of our online sources, it offers a broader canvas than the
limited-character media. As for practicalities, I would ask
you use plain formatting, single space after period and
purge semi-colons before submitting (save me the trouble
and that awkward apology). We love pictures, and urge you
to take same and submit, only please try to get a human in
it and remember head and shoulders is way better than a
crowd at 50 metres.
All the very best to you and your family for 2013. Our
Constitution states we promote the responsible
consumption of good beer ... always plan ahead and stay
safe! Cheers ...

Phil Atkinson
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CAMRA BC
Web sites
CAMRA	
  BC:	
  h)p://www.camrabc.ca
CAMRA	
  Fraser	
  Valley:	
  h)p://www.camrafraservalley.ca
CAMRA	
  Vancouver:	
  h)p://www.camravancouver.ca
CAMRA	
  Victoria:	
  h)p://www.camra.ca

E-mail camrabc@shaw.ca
CAMRA BC: to join discussion group send request to:
CAMRA_BC_Discussion-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
to post a message to the list, send to:
CAMRA_BC_Discussion@yahoogroups.com
cont. from front page ...

means being an educated consumer,
knowing your rights and refusing to be sold
a counterfeit product. We need to be
educated about what ‘real ale’ is, and we
need to help educate those that still drink
mega beers and think that ‘real ale’ is flat.
I want to thank all the CAMRA executive
for all their hard work, support and
encouragement!
Cheers to you all! And here’s to 2013 being
another year of growth for CAMRA and
our BC Craft beer industry!
Lundy Dale
CAMRA BC President

Jan 12, 2013, come to our place and
Here we come a-wassailing... On
sample the cider made from the Hereward
B Y K A LY N K A C H E R KO S H

Road apple orchard in Esquimalt, we will cross
the road and bang on the trees, shout, be
Wassailing is an old pagan tradition whereby
merry, children will put cider soaked toast in
people 'wake up' the apple trees (or anything)
the branches, hit the trunks with sticks, and
to ensure a good harvest. The toast in the tree
return to our house for more cider and cheer!
is kinda like the offering, dipped in last years
As we are not old west country Pagans
cider, or a 'lambswool' made from ale and
ourselves, we may need some help in creating
apples.
It was always our favourite event in England,
as it was basically an excuse to drink cider in
an orchard. With Canada'a archaic alcohol
laws, we can drink cider in my yard (in Vic
West) and cross the street to beat the trees (in
Esquimalt)
A wassail is a traditional west country activity,
quite simply waking the trees for a good apple
harvest the following year, and an excuse to
drink cider.
Wikipedia: “The tradition of wassailing
falls into two distinct categories: The
House-Visiting wassail and the OrchardVisiting wassail. House-Visiting wassail,
caroling by any other name, is the
practice of people going door-to-door
singing Christmas carols. The OrchardVisiting wassail refers to the ancient
custom of visiting orchards, reciting
incantations and singing to the trees in
apple orchards in cider-producing regions
of England to promote a good harvest for
the coming year.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc3TV-fUYvA

the modern day Canadian equivalent. Please,
if you fancy, bring instruments and help with
the merry making.
Bring Cider or Real Ale , a dish to share, and a
bit of adventure. And a friend or two. And a
stick.

For details, please contact Kalynka at
cherkosh@gmail.com
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Meet the Beer Bloggers

"Their 'Around the World in 80 Beers' really opened
me (and B.C.!) up to a true appreciation of beer," he
explains. "I haven't looked back since." An active
member of Vancouver CAMRA, a regular
contributor of beer-related posts to Urban Diner, and
co-founder of Vancouver Craft Beer Week , Rick has

BY JEN REIHER

Follow Jen’s excellent blog at
http://victorianfood.blogspot.com/
Beer Blogger: Rick Green

contributed much more than just blogging to the craft
beer community.

Favourite beer: Currently the Granville Island
Rogers' Imperial Chocolate Stout

Blog excerpt:
I had the pleasure of meeting Clay Potter and Chelsea Walker,
the new owners, who were very kind to spend some time with me
during a hectic period (lunch before the GCBF’s first day),
relating their backgrounds and hopes for [taking ownership of]
The Moon Under Water. Having just gotten the keys to the pub,
it was a moment when one often experiences the duality of
excitement and dread as you venture into new territory.
Two areas where you can expect to see some new developments
are the beer offerings and events. Clay has brewed locally at
Lighthouse, Driftwood, and Turning Point. However, he also
had a stint in Germany after getting his brewing degree at
Heriot-Watt in Edinburgh. In addition to having guest taps,
expect to see him introduce Berliner Weisse, Gose,
Dunkelweizen, Imperial Lager, and Imperial Weizen. How
exciting it would be to see North America doing for Berliner
Weisse and Gose what it did for Witbier.

Rick started his blog to fill a gap in mainstream
media's coverage of the craft beer scene. Since then,
photo credit: Brian K. Smith Photography
it has expanded to cover everything from news to
Beer is important because: "Beer is one of the world's opinion and analysis of everything B.C. craft beer
oldest alcoholic beverages, and the third most popular related. These days, Rick is busy with many other
drink after water and tea. Enjoyed responsibly, it plays projects but is evolving the site into a new, more
collaborative, direction. "I am hoping to develop the
a positive role in establishing and maintaining social
blog as a B.C. beer writers' collective," he explains,
relationships that transcend socio-economic and
cultural barriers."
"to keep the content fresh and offer readers the
convenience of a single source for good coverage of
Blog link: http://bcbrews.wordpress.com/
the scene by a diversity of voices." Beer writers
Rick Green admits that Fogg 'N Suds was his turning interested in contributing to the BC Beer Blog can
point in discovering a love for the craft beer scene.
contact Rick via Facebook or Twitter. §
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That first meeting was short and sweet, but the whole
point was to get our members that attended, and
those who frequented Dix to have an
opportunity to try Real Ale. In 2003, we
had monthly casks, and, I am happy to
report that 10 years later our city is
filled with casks. There are several
restaurants that have installed cask
engines (Biercraft, Whip, Cascade
Room, Alibi Room, Irish Heather), and
we have daily/weekly cask events going
on in the city, and even growing out to
Greater Vancouver. Our membership
over the 10 years grew from that 25
individuals and four corporate members
to almost 800 individual and 81
corporate members.

CAMRA Vancouver Turns 10!

Tony, Lundy, Rick and Barry at the first official Vancouver
branch meeting!

Over these 10 years, I have held the positions with
CAMRA Vancouver as president, vice-president and
events, and during the last two years I have been the
president of CAMRA BC. It has been quite the 10
years of growth for CAMRA. We made it past the
1,000 mark for membership, and over 100
Corporate members! Congrats to everyone that
made it happen, and good luck to the new regime of
CAMRA executives in 2013.

In December 2002, a fellow member of CAMRA
Richmond and myself crossed the waters to head to
Victoria to meet up with Phil Atkinson and John
Rowling of CAMRA BC to receive approval to
open up the CAMRA Vancouver chapter. After a
pint of beer we were past the approval point and the
rest, as they say, is history!
CAMRA Vancouver’s inaugural meeting was Jan.
18, 2003. I chose to combine “Real Ale” and two of
our corporate supporters –Dix Barbecue and
Brewpub and R&B Brewing for our first meeting.
Both manager Mark Andrewsky and brewer Tony
Dewalt were quick to embrace the concept of
having guest beers as a regular feature of their cask
nights.

To help celebrate these 10 years and the cask
program, there will be a commemorative cask of the
R&B Red Devil available at the Central City Winter
Cask festival on Jan. 26, 2013. Hopefully a few of
you will be at that event and cheer us on to the next
10 years!
Cheers!

For our first meeting we had just over 25 enthusiasts
gather to sample three very different cask
conditioned ales. Our selection for the evening was
Iain Hill’s Nut brown ale, Tony Dewalt’s Bad Boy
pale ale, and the guest, R&B Brewing provided their
signature “Red Devil pale ale.

Lundy Dale.
President, CAMRA BC
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Out and About with Scottie

Winterbrau Seasonal Beer & Food Tasting
$45.00 plus tax; the best ales, the finest artisan foods.
I’d guess there were 200 people or more, just a guess, but
you get what I mean at Canoe in Victoria when I say there’s
lots of room to move about. The keen brewers go by the
book, and show for a 10:30 set-up, first come, first choice
for location, these guys do these things all the time. The
early breweries catch spots in the main tap room where the
fabulous windows on this heritage building are so
magnificent for an event.

The brunch was a buffet with hearty Canoe renowned,
great food, full breakfast on the high end. French toast
especially a taste delight. Breweries pouring their seasonal
choices were Phillips, Driftwood, Central City, Coal
Harbour, Hoyne, Salt Spring Island, Lighthouse,
Spinnakers, Moon Under Water, Tofino, Howe Sound,
Wolf, Swans, Vancouver Island, Canoe and Parallel 49.
Reps, brewers and brewery teams mingled with paying guests. The music was fantastic, and people where
discussing beer and talking malt characteristic, holding the glass to the light to look, putting their noses up to the
rim for a smell of various fine beers.
The heritage of the venue, built 1894, named City Lights building. Multi-floored, with beautiful huge beams of
light passing through the windows. The crowd was young and enthusiastic about beer. Attending also were
many of the faces from Victoria’s beer community. The servers were around the rooms enthusiastically with
trays of craft artisan finger foods, perfect for a glass in the other hand kind of thing. Organizer Daniel Murphy,
brewer; and his team of Canoe associates hit the mark in a real ale event. The crowd is still talking about this
one and look for it again. Thanks to all the helpful staff of Canoe who made it happen.
I see in a recent CAMRA Newsletter members have been talking about the old art of cellaring beers. In our
part of the world, the Island, Mainland and beyond, we have choice choice choice for cellaring. The number of
brands keeps going through the roof. With new brewers coming into the mix, you could have a nice collection.
This is fun and getting the first bottle in kicks off the process. In my travels have I have been in quite a few
cellars, caves of beer under the streets of Paris and Rouen, and Bruges in Belgium. Bottle conditioning cellars
and an early in my life honour when the movement over here was pioneering, it’s been grand. Start your own.
Good show. It’s all of us in the movement making it happen. We support all good brewers and beers, the market
will surely continue to grow. §
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Brewery History
Society

Interested in beer? Of course you are, or you
wouldn’t be reading this august magazine. A number
of your colleagues in the East Anglian branches of
CAMRA UK are members of the Brewery History
Society and we thought it would be a good idea to tell
you a little about this organization.
The BHS was formed in Kent in1972 and focuses
mainly on British brewery history (including related
subjects, such as malting), although foreign news is
also reported. We currently have almost 600
members including around 100 corporate members,
institutions, major museums and libraries. The
corporate members are mainly brewers and maltsters,
of course, but also include such organisations as the
Institute of Brewing & Distilling and English
Heritage, whilst the Individuals comprise a broad
church of industry professionals, historians (both
hundreds of breweries, large and small, in this
amateur and professional), collectors and those with a
stunning volume’s 282 A4 pages.
general interest in beer and brewing.
We hold a number of meetings at breweries
Publications include a quarterly journal; typically a
throughout the year, have a major archive, an oral
perfect bound volume full of erudite articles,
history archive and arrange occasional conferences.
complemented by a quarterly Newsletter full of
One area that many people, even non-members, have
industry news, readers’ queries (and hopefully
answers) and general informal snippets of
enjoyed contributing to is our collection of defunct
information. We also publish books from time to
brewery information and photographs. This forms a
large part of the web site and records all known
time, generally county directories and, of course, ‘A
examples of now defunct brewery names still to be
Century of British Brewers- Plus’, the first essential
seen. It is arranged geographically and in the Suffolk
for all beer aficionados, containing details of over
10,000 British brewers known to have existed since
section alone we have over 30 entries, including such
1890. One of our first books was ‘Essex’ by Ian Peaty evocative names as Lacon, Oliver Brothers, Norwich
(now out of print), but we have recently published our (ex Morgan), Tollemache & Cobbold, Youngman &
first colour volume, a directory of breweries in Kent*. Preston, and more. I am sure there are more
Entitled ‘Kentish Brewers and the Brewers of Kent’, examples to be found and we are always keen to hear
author Peter Moynihan has covered the history of
of any that we have missed.
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Do please have a look at the web site to get a feel for
our activities. As mentioned above, brewery visits form
an important part of our calendar and in the past year
or so we have had visits to several West Midlands
breweries, to Guinness in Dublin, a trip to
Nottingham to include the stunning former Prince of
Wales Brewery, Hall & Woodhouse to see the old and
new brewhouses, to Timothy Taylor, to Norfolk for
Woodforde’s and the History of Advertising Trust,
and a day out at the Wye Hop Research Station, with
visits to two breweries and a walk of Canterbury’s
historic brewing sites included. There has also been a
series of walks exploring the brewing and malting sites
in parts of London, Newark, the Vale of Aylesbury,
North Kent, Edinburgh and Norwich, and an AGM
weekend including Fullers, Camden, Brodie’s &
Twickenham.
All in all a society of like-minded people, information
and fun. Why not join us? You would be very
welcome.
Contact address for more information:
Jeff Sechiari Manor Side East, Mill Lane, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7RS Membership@BreweryHistory.com or
see www.BreweryHistory.com §

In 1985, the choice for
draught beer in BC was
Labbatt, Molson or
Carling. Give yourself a
pat on the back. And
bring in a new member.
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Ullage and Spillage

the Remaining States of America coming along And
when are they going to let you retire Surely
It’s gone midnight, Dec 31 so my I-clock just tripped
Generation B is old enough to take over even the top
over to 12.01 01/01/2050 and woke me up. I am still jobs now. It’s pushing 30 years since we figured out
pissed off with the Compulsory Health Service for
how bland beer had decimated sperm counts. Thank
implanting that damn thing in my cornea. It’s my own goodness bees were so sensitive to GM corn pollen,
fault; I voted for proportional representation which
eh
resulted in the Pink/Green-Health/Fleur de Lys/OnHad you heard, the Okanagan cider apple crop is
Time Party coalition. I felt kind-of responsible when
doing so much better now the bees are back The
Canada broke up after the coalition collapse, but we
would never have formed CASKADIA otherwise. By Maldivian hand-pollinators are all looking for new
jobs. The last few years have also been heady times for
the way, do we still have to capitalize the name to
the local ale scene. The new yeast strains are so good
avoid lawsuits from Pol3.7 (A Hollywood Transplant
at killing bacteria and cleaning lines; then hops
Production)
Hi Lundy2.2 (Brought to you by Transplant-City)

I was blown away when CAMRA swept the
CASKADIAN elections. Not one of the newsites got
the origin of CAMRA right. Then again, there was so
much product placement it was tough to understand
any newsitem in those days. All the pot heads simply
voted for Reefer Gile. Sorry, just realized; bad choice
of expression. It must be only three years since all
your brewbars were destroyed when Typhoon Tim
swept up the New-Coast.
Boy how things have changed since B.C. Remember
when you couldn’t buy growlers in hypermarkets, take
your homebrew to a food court or drink beer in a tree
reserve. Who would have thought we would now be
rejecting glasses without chips in them I much prefer
the type that just confirm glass size, percent fill, and
alcohol content. I hate the glasses in McDon Ales that
automatically order another when they drop past 20%
full. Presumably as Minister of Beer you can just ban
them, can’t you Lundy2.2 (Brought to you by Transplant-City)
 That reminds me, how’s that free trade deal with
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stations. Putting the mothballed fast ferries on the
Fraser Sound-Puget Sound-Willamette Sound route
was brilliant. The trip to New-Portland will take
under a day and they are serving that great new ale
from Olympus Island, whose name I forgot again,
I am thinking of coming down to New-Portland to see
despite my extra RAM.
you before I sign up for recycling. Gotta do it soon
Didn’t the people of Bend whine when we voted to
cause I’m getting pretty close to 100% Life-debt. I
was procrastinating because it would’ve taken days on put New-Portland there They were almost as bad as
Sky-Train, the way the sky-traffic has gotten. It was so the residents of Sunshine Valley where we had to put
New-Vancouver. There are not many of the ‘shiners’
much faster before personal airships got cheap and
Campbell-Schwarzenegger built all those Lhydrogen left here now; still asking the check-out for Crud-Lite
from the locked cabinet and drinking it at least 3m
from the doorway. That was a great idea of yours to
legislate renaming bland beers instead of putting
warnings on the cans. I think my finest hour was
heading off the pint-war when I showed ours is
bigger, not smaller like the RSA President kept saying.
I never get sick of watching Steven5 squirm as the
beer I pour out of our CASKADIAN glass overflows
the RSA glass on that classic clip from the President
Colbert Report.
surpassed biodiesel as our biggest export. Of course
ganja would have been the big thing if the Prairieland
CHS hadn’t released their gengineered bud-worm
back in the ’20s.

Have to sign off now; the spousal unit is back from
Brewery Creek Co-op with the daily beer supply and
it’s W26 Best Bitter. Sorry for the long esp-mail,
wittering on about the past. Next time, sooner and
shorter.

Cheers

Jay1.9 (Brought to you by Transplants-R-Us) §

Prediction: In the future, the
most interesting thing about
crap beer will continue to be the
advertising.

[Next time, be careful what you ask for Phil] *
*In keeping with the dawning of a New Year, I’d asked for
forward-looking articles - way to go Nostrodamus ;o)
- Ed (Brought to you by Glaxo hypertention meds)
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TBA	
  -‐	
  Fraser	
  Valley	
  (tentatively	
  Feb.	
  5)

Calendar

Tuesday,	
  January	
  23	
  -‐	
  Time	
  -‐	
  7:30	
  pm.	
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  branch	
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  At	
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  Swans	
  Hotel,	
  506	
  Pandora	
  Avenue.
Sunday,	
  January	
  13	
  -‐	
  Time	
  -‐	
  12pm-‐3pm.	
  CAMRA	
  Vancouver	
  branch	
  AGM.	
  At	
  Smileys	
  Public	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  House	
  –	
  911	
  W	
  Pender	
  Street.

Don’t Forget: Branch
AGMs. Your vote
counts!
• Details	
  on	
  Vancouver	
  area	
  events	
  at	
  h)p://camravancouver.ca/events/
• Details	
  on	
  Fraser	
  Valley	
  area	
  events	
  at	
  h)p://www.camrafraservalley.ca
• Details	
  on	
  Victoria	
  area	
  events	
  at	
  h)p://camra.ca

CAMRA BC Membership Application Form
Name: ________________________________________
________________________________________
Address:________________________________________
________________________________________
Phone: (___)_________ E-mail_____________________
Enclosed is my cheque for: Individual
Joint
Corporate

$25.00 ___
$35.00
$40.00 ___
$75.00 ___

Check:
 Renewing
 New member

Please mail this form and payment to:
CAMRA BC
Box 30101
Saanich Centre Postal Outlet
Victoria BC, V8X 5E1

Web sites

CAMRA BC

CAMRA BC: http://www.camrabc.ca
CAMRA Fraser Valley: h)p://www.camrafraservalley.ca
CAMRA Vancouver: http://www.camravancouver.ca
CAMRA Victoria: http://www.camra.ca

Visit camravancouver.ca (Vancouver)
and
camra.ca (Victoria) to renew online.

E-mail camrabc@shaw.ca
CAMRA BC: to join discussion group send request to:
CAMRA_BC_Discussion-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
to post a message to the list, send to:
CAMRA_BC_Discussion@yahoogroups.com
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